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majesty, as well as the heartbreak, of 

the eastern appalachian Mountains, 

and witnessing the renewal of the 

commonwealth’s urban centers.  

the same impulse that drove her 

to write But always Fine Bourbon, 

the story of her family’s distilling 

business, has inspired Saving 

Kentucky. More than a warning,  

it is an invitation—a call to each  

of us to embrace the future with 

hope and, most of all, imagination,  

even as we hold tight to the past.

tHoMaS Hart SHelBy recently moved home to 
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city and Florida. When not shooting pictures he can 
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His work still takes him all over the country and the 

caribbean islands, but Kentucky is home, and the 

place he looks most forward to spending his time.
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Scott Tichenor,  

who taught us  

about saving the  

important 

things.



F O R E 

W O R D

We are born of the land and buried in the earth. People are 

a product not only of their family heritage but also of their 

surroundings and the food they eat. These factors shape us as 

we grow and in turn leave our mark on the world.

Saving Kentucky is about two things: Kentucky’s land—our 

“common wealth”—and our people. Our valuable land is slowly 

eroding because of several factors, among them the desire 

for cheap energy; the corporate greed that externalizes the 

true cost of mountaintop-removal coal mining; unsustainable 

development and urban sprawl; and perhaps a misguided 

definition of progress, where anything new is considered better.

As we move deeper into the twenty-first century, our past—

vanishing though it may be—becomes ever more important. 

While this book heralds in some ways a bygone era that can 

never truly be reclaimed in an age of rapid communication 

and Tweets, I take comfort in knowing that there are folks who  

}
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F O R E 

W O R D

treasure and cherish this past. A study of the past and our heritage 

helps us feel part of the larger human race and part of a cultural 

history that has defined us.

This ambitious project catalogs some of the heroes and unique 

places of Kentucky and challenges us to think about what 

deserves preserving in our own neighborhoods. Many places 

in America have lost any sense of identity. Strip malls in one 

town are the same as in any other town. It pains me to think that 

aliens dropped down in most American towns would see no 

immediate local identifying marks.

So this is a book about valuable places and significant people. 

Enjoy, and leave it on your fair-trade coffee table for others to 

enjoy. Make a commitment to spend your hard-earned dollars 

locally. Support the folks in this book, and continue to nurture  

the land of Kentucky.  

Gill Holland} Gill is an award-winning  

independent film and music  

producer and noted  

preservationist in the 

"NuLu" East Market District  

of Louisville, Kentucky.

In 2007, with wife, Augusta, he 

developed The Green Building,  

an innovative renovation that  

heralds a new era of sustainable  

urban design for Kentucky. 
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I have been fed from fields

I did not till.

I have crossed bridges

I did not build.

I have sat in the shade of trees

I did not plant.

I have received knowledge

I did not research.

I have been guided by lights

I did not turn on.

I Owe
So Much

To So Many
|Henlee Barnette|
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Introduction



Saving Kentucky sprang from my admiration for an interior 

designer from Louisville, Scott Tichenor, who taught me about 

saving the important things. Scott taught me not only to cherish 

family belongings but to find a place for them and share their 

memories so that the pieces would have meaning and history—

so that they would tell a story. It is important to learn about your 

roots, he said, because if you are comfortable with who you 

are, your life will be easier. Scott taught me that in a like way, 

saving old buildings and old land adds immeasurably to the 

soul of a place. My friend had thought a lot about these things, 

and he passed his interest along to me.

Saving Kentucky is about saving not only landscape and historic 

property but also a way of life. It tells the stories, in pictures and 

words, of an eclectic group of Kentuckians who are changing 

A NAtioNAl ChAmpioN 
Bur oAk At Airdrie

Saving
Kentucky

Saving Kentucky is about  

saving not only landscape and 

historic property but also  

a way of life. It tells the  

stories, in pictures and words,  

of an eclectic group of 

Kentuckians who are changing 

their state’s future by  

preserving its past.  

They are unique individuals, 

from the poetic to the visionary, 

from the gutsy to the graceful, 

who are deeply connected to 

their heritage and are doing 

extraordinary things to usher  

the old ways into a new era. 
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their state’s future by preserving its past. They are unique 

individuals, from the poetic to the visionary, from the gutsy to 

the graceful, who are deeply connected to their heritage and 

are doing extraordinary things to usher the old ways into a new 

era. Their stories range in vision, and although some have the 

resources to match that vision, many are people of average 

means but singular determination.

You will meet Jimmy Middleton, a country doctor and farmer 

who understands the economics of bringing the land back to 

the way it was three hundred years ago. His efforts to plant 

thousands of trees and acres of native grasses on his land along 

the Green River will, he knows, protect the river from erosion and 

wash-off chemicals and improve its environment. “The Green 

River is special,” he says. “According to the Nature Conservancy, 

it’s one of North America’s most diverse ecosystems.”

You will meet the Carloftis family, who live in the foothills of the 

Cumberland Mountains and whose youngest son, Jon, took his 

Kentucky roots to the rooftop gardens of New York City, where 

he speaks nature to his clients. Those roots trace back to the 

family’s Fort Sequoyah Indian Village, a tourist stop on Highway 

25, the story of which is, in a word, fabulous.

You will meet Kathy Cary, chef-owner of Lilly’s in Louisville, 

which features local farm products on the menu and is known 

as one of the finest restaurants in the southeast. Kathy, a pioneer 

in the effort to help Kentucky farmers get healthy, fresh food to 

the people, grew up on her parents’ three-hundred-acre farm.

There she developed a oneness with nature which, together 

with her delight in discovering that she could create divine 

meals from her mother’s garden, set the stage for a restaurant 

of her own. 

Chuck Smith and Mary Berry Smith are eighth-generation 

farmers in Henry County. Less than ten years ago they were 

traditional Kentucky farmers growing mainly tobacco and 

raising dairy cattle. “But we could see the handwriting on the 

wall,” says Mary. “It had been evident for a while that tobacco 

would not survive, and we had begun to think about things 

we could do that would let us continue to farm—and have 

something to leave our children if they chose to stay.” Today 

the family-operated Smith-Berry Winery raises three kinds of 

grapes and makes nineteen kinds of wine.

Mary’s father, the writer Wendell Berry, has said that “small 

farms and small communities are as vital to our liberties now as 

they were in Jefferson’s day.” I spoke with Wendell and his wife, 

Tanya, one chilly Sunday afternoon in the warm kitchen of their 

Henry County farmhouse. These wonderful people, brilliant 

and warm, made me comfortable immediately. Wendell talked 

about what Kentucky had been through as an agrarian state, 

and about his hopes for the future. He talked about tobacco, 

from the great art of growing it to the effect that its demise had 

on farmers. His voice and those of other beloved Kentuckians 

resonate throughout Saving Kentucky.

I began to absorb the idea of preservation at an early age—in 

spite of myself. I don’t remember being particularly interested 

in history, or in historic preservation, as a young person growing 

up in Kentucky, but I do remember the night in the late fifties 

when my father asked if I would like to go with him to visit a 

lady named Mrs. Waters who lived on the hill one over from 

ours. It was dark as we parked the car at the end of the gravel 

driveway and crunched through the unkempt yard toward a 

big, dark house. We went through the door into the kitchen. It 

was hard to see in the dim light of the oil lamp, and I remember 

linoleum coming up from the floor and wallpaper peeling off 

the walls. I followed my father up the stairs to the bedside of 

a very, very old lady. Mrs. Waters had long white hair, long 

fingernails, and a raspy voice. 



Now, just about everyone liked my father. He was warm and 

easy to like, and I guess Mrs. Waters did, too. Why else would 

she allow him to visit her like this—an old woman in a long white 

gown, on what was probably her deathbed? He sat beside her 

and they talked for a few minutes—about the house and her 

family. I don’t remember what was said, but I like to think that he 

was telling her how her home was going to be someday, and 

how it would be loved and visited by many people. 

Locust Grove was one of the first fine brick homes built in the 

Kentucky district of Virginia, and according to Louisville historian 

Dr. Sam Thomas, it is probably the earliest brick house still 

standing in Kentucky. It was built in 1790 by William and Lucy 

Croghan, who lived there along with, in later years, Lucy’s 

brother, the famous General George Rogers Clark, founder of 

Louisville. My father was the second Regent of Locust Grove, and 

the historic home opened on his watch. I like to think that Mrs. 

Waters would be well pleased. So I do remember that historic 

preservation was important around our house, but we were a 

distilling family, and my parents mostly had their hands full with 

that. Our family made bourbon. The Stitzel-Weller Distillery was 

started by my grandfather, and for a large part of the twentieth 

century it was known for making the finest bourbon in the world. 

It was sold in 1972. That sense of loss caused me—twenty years 

later—to write But Always Fine Bourbon.

The same impulse that drove me to write But Always Fine 

Bourbon has inspired Saving Kentucky. Too often we don’t 

know what we have until we lose it. So in the past few years,  

I have traveled Kentucky, hiking through the Cumberland Gap, 

driving up and down two-lane roads where sagging tobacco 

barns bear witness to an industry so important but now all but 

gone from the landscape. I have stopped in towns so tiny as to 

be one or two blocks long—where the people are close. I have 

traveled the roads of the Bluegrass—mile after mile of low stone 

walls snaking through the Thoroughbred horse farms that are 

legendary to the state. I have seen first-hand both the majesty 

and the heartbreak of the eastern Appalachian Mountains and 

the people who live in them—and it has been a privilege. 

As we watch this flat world changing with lightning speed, 

we are seeing the disappearance of much that has given this 

country its rich sense of place. Because of its fertile soil, Kentucky 

has long teemed with farms, large and small, especially in the 

central part of the state. That farming way of life hung on here 

far longer than in other states—twenty to thirty years longer—

because of tobacco. It is because of tobacco and the small 

family farms that grew it that so much luscious land is left. But 

today, the hard fact is that development is more profitable than 

agricultural use, and Kentucky loses 130 acres of agricultural 

land—per day—to development. 

In eastern Kentucky, coal companies practice mountaintop strip 

mining, blasting off the tops of the oldest mountains in the world 

and pushing the rubble into the valleys, burying streams that 

used to be clear and shining, or clogging them with noxious 

waste. The people who live in these mountains are our people, 

and this land is part of our heritage.

All over this country, Main Street and even whole towns are 

being lost—closed down and forgotten. Main Street was an 

institution. Where has it gone? Scott Tichenor would point out,  

“People used to sit on their front porch and wave and talk to 

people going by. Today they don’t know their neighbors. They 

close their doors and turn on their air-conditioning and watch TV.”

Because of these situations and many more, the consciousness of 

our nation is undergoing a major shift, and change has become 

a buzzword. People seem to feel they have lost something. 

Maybe they have lost their way because they have lost their 

past. “When we are surrounded by things that are meaningful 

to us,” Scott used to say, “we begin to feel connected to our 

surroundings, connected to one another and to ourselves. Then 

life becomes full and deep.”



In his book Last Child in the Woods, Richard Louv talks about 

the fact that children don’t play in creeks and roam in woods 

anymore. Eventually, he says, that’s going to have a huge impact 

on society. Research shows that connections and experiences 

with the natural environment are critical to our physical, mental, 

moral, and spiritual development. The people in Saving 

Kentucky are a living testament to the value of such ties and the 

miracles they inspire. 

The heritage that Kathy Cary, the Carloftis family, Jimmy 

Middleton, and others are at pains to preserve is not just theirs—

belonging, that is, to a few people in a few pockets of rural 

Kentucky—but ours, and that of our children and grandchildren. 

True to our country’s pioneering ancestry, their stories chronicle 

a humble but heroic valor in facing the challenges of the 

twenty-first century, and we hope that they will inspire you to 

do something as well—to save the place that is your home.

loCust Grove

Because of these situations 

and many more, the 

consciousness of our nation 

is undergoing a major shift, 

and change has become a 

buzzword. People seem to feel 

they have lost something. 

Maybe they have lost their way 

because they have lost their 

past. “When we are surrounded 

by things that are meaningful 

to us,” Scott used to say, “we 

begin to feel connected to 

our surroundings, connected 

to one another and to 

ourselves. Then life becomes 

full and deep.”
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Greening The Bluegrass







Thomas Clark, Kentucky’s beloved historian laureate,  

probably summed it up best when he said,  

“The Bluegrass is not only a region that can be defined  

on a map. It is a state of mind, a way of life.”

And yet, in 2006, the World Monuments Fund named Kentucky’s 

Bluegrass region one of the most endangered  

places on the planet. 









Of the major regions of Kentucky, the best known by far sits smack in the middle 

of the state: the Bluegrass. The name conjures up images of rich, rolling farmland, 

shady lanes, low rock walls, plank fencing and, of course, Thoroughbreds.

It is estimated that Kentucky-bred horses account for 82 percent of the total value of 

horses sold in the United States. That includes horses for fox hunting, eventing, polo, 

trail riding, pony riding, and just plain old horseback riding. There are standardbreds, 

quarter horses, Kentucky Mountain Saddle Horses, Arabians, and the list goes on. 

But what everyone knows best is that Kentucky’s Bluegrass is the place where the 

breeding and racing of Thoroughbreds is king. Farms with names like Calumet and 

Claiborne, Lane’s End and Gainesborough, Airdrie, Ashford, and Three Chimneys 

are known internationally, and Queen Elizabeth II boards many of her brood mares 

at Lane’s End.

Why here? What makes the Bluegrass so special? The answer lies in the soil.



More than 450 million years ago, when the eastern part of the continent was 

still under water, great collisions on the earth’s surface caused the Appalachian 

Mountains to form, arching the earth’s crust to the west. One of these arches formed 

a high plateau measuring fifty miles wide and several hundred miles long, reaching 

from what is now Ohio through central Kentucky to southern Tennessee. This huge 

area of high ground consists largely of limestone covered in dark brown soil that is 

unusually rich in phosphate. The grass that grows from this soil is uniquely able to 

nurture strong bones in animals that graze on it. And the greatest concentration of 

the soil is in the Fayette County area, the heart of the Bluegrass.  

The Outer Bluegrass is bordered by the Ohio River in the north and west and a 

ring of hills known as the Knobs in the west, south, and east. It encompasses the 

city of Louisville, home of the Kentucky Derby. That legendary race, run at Churchill 

Downs on the first Saturday in May, draws celebrities and dignitaries from all over 

the world, and anyone without a lump in his throat at the first strains of “My Old 

Kentucky Home” must be from another planet. As Kentucky humorist Irwin S. Cobb 

put it, “Until you go to Kentucky and with your own eyes behold a Derby, you ain’t 

been nowhere and you ain’t seen nothing.”

The more fertile Inner Bluegrass includes some of the most prosperous farmland in 

the state. Its hub is Lexington, where Keeneland draws the equine aristocracy with 

its spring and fall meets as well as its September sale of some of the most valuable 

horses in the world. It is this region of rolling grassland nourished by limestone-rich 

soils that has made Kentucky the horse capital of the world.

Drive down the old turnpikes and rural roads that fan out from Lexington, through 

pastureland rife with romping foals, past open-sided tobacco barns, down the 

Main Streets of tiny Midway and Versailles. This is a gentle land where life moves 

at a leisurely pace. The people here are innately and of necessity close to the land, 

and there is an earthiness about them that is both disarming and charming.

Thomas Clark, Kentucky’s beloved historian laureate, probably summed it up best 

when he said, “The Bluegrass is not only a region that can be defined on a map.  

It is a state of mind, a way of life.”

And yet, in 2006, the World Monuments Fund named Kentucky’s Bluegrass region 

one of the most endangered places on the planet. 
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The 
Hart 

Of The 
Matter

The Green River rises in Lincoln 

County, in south-central Kentucky, 

then winds its way west, through 

Edmonson, Barren, LaRue, and Taylor 

counties—and even through the 

world’s largest underground cave 

system—until it finally empties into the Ohio, three hundred miles downstream. 

It is the longest river in Kentucky and, according to the Nature Conservancy,  

“a national treasure of biodiversity.” About a quarter of the way through its journey, 

the river slices through the heart of Hart County and for a while runs alongside the 

small town of Munfordville, where the Middleton family lives.

| aPPLe HiLL FarM |

| dr. JiMMY MiddLeTON |{ 6
Balance
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Jimmy Middleton and his wife, Lynn, live on the family farm called Apple Hill.  

Dr. Middleton practices general medicine along with his pediatrician wife at 

the Family Medical Center of Hart County, which they built. He also has a Ph.D 

in agricultural economics. The couple’s Victorian cottage, built in 1900 by Jimmy’s 

grandparents, sits in the middle of an apple orchard, and history books will tell you 

that during the Civil War, that orchard was the site of a Union Army encampment.

Three hundred years ago, the banks of the river here were lush with native grasses, 

wildflowers, and fine-timbered trees. Buffalo grazed and drank from its waters, and 

Indians fished and hunted. In time, pioneers settled and built their homes, and a 

hundred years later, a Civil War battle was fought along the south shore. 

Jimmy Middleton’s family has lived in Hart County for five generations. His mother 

was a Hubbard, and the Hubbards started farming the land here 150 years ago. 

By the turn of the century the Hubbard land included three family farms, which ran 

along the river. They were significant properties as far as land held in Munfordville 

in those days, for they took up nearly a third of it. But today the family farms that 

shaped the culture of families like theirs are disappearing fast. And that bothers 

Jimmy a lot.

“Our farm people were self-sufficient. They loved the land and made their living 

from it,” Jimmy says. “They’d go out there and work hard all day, and at the end of the 

day, you could see what you’d done. You’d broken some ground, you’d cut some 

firewood, you’d castrated your hogs, you’d built a fence—and there’s something 

about that that gives you a feeling of worth and a feeling of accomplishment that 

we don’t have in a lot of our daily living.

“For a long time, tobacco was the lifeblood of farmers here, but when the 

tobacco program ended, the last thing that was trying to hold the rural farming 

community together was gone. I have a degree in agricultural economics, and 

I farm a lot of acres. I struggle with this stuff every day, and I know there is just 

no way a farmer can survive today practicing traditional farming. But I do think 

that reestablishing the forest is a way to make a living.” So lately, Jimmy—who 

thinks a lot like Thomas Jefferson and acts a lot like Johnny Appleseed—has 

been trying to coax the land back to the way it was three hundred years ago, 

because he believes that’s where the future lies. Using a two-pronged approach 

and with lots of help from a couple of conservation groups, he plants acres of 

native grasses and thousands of trees on his land. It’s important for a lot of reasons,  

one being the river.
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 Look out through there: that’s what this 

country looked like 300 years ago, they claim.

that’s the real McCoy. ”
“

—Jimmy middleton
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According to the Nature Conservancy, the Green 

River is “one of the top four river systems in the 

United States in terms of its fish and mussel diversity. 

Few streams rival the 151 species of fishes and 71 

species of freshwater mussels in its system. Among 

these are a number of endemic species found nowhere else on earth and 

more than 35 aquatic species that are considered imperiled. The mineral 

dissolution of the watershed’s underlying limestone bedrock makes the 

Green River a natural companion to nearby Mammoth Cave, the world’s 

largest known underground cave system.”

“There’s not been a lot of industrialization along the Green,” Jimmy explains. 

“There hasn’t been major development, and so it’s largely unspoiled. The 

fact that Hart County has been poor has been a blessing in disguise for the 

environment. And that’s why the Nature Conservancy has chosen the Green 

River ecosystem as one of its prime spots to put a lot of effort into.”

Working in partnership with the Nature Conservancy, the federal government’s 

Green River Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program is paying Jimmy 

and other farmers along the river to take their land out of production and 

plant it instead in native grasses and trees. It’s a good deal, says Jimmy,  

for farmers struggling to survive: “If farmers will set their land aside and 

apply the regulations of the program, they will be paid so much per acre 

per year for a period of time to be in that program. Quite frankly, it pays 

them more money than they can make raising cattle or corn or anything. 

Not quite as much as tobacco, but this is bottomland along the river, and 

you wouldn’t plant tobacco there. That’s been the main focus of the Nature 

Conservancy and the CREP program—if they can get the land along the 

Green River planted in timber and native grasses, that would protect the 

river from erosion and agricultural runoff and enhance the wildlife habitat, 

thereby improving the environment of the river. That’s the goal. And 

it’s been a very successful program, basically because they are paying 

farmers so much to be in the program that they cannot afford not to. So 

it’s going really well. We’ve got bobwhites back at Apple Hill this year—

first time I’ve heard them in five years. They’re all on those grasses down  

along the river.”

THE 
RIVER
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Daymon Morgan lives at 

the edge of a lush one 

hundred-acre forest in 

Leslie County, deep in 

the coalfield region of the Appalachian Mountains of Eastern Kentucky. He knows 

every tree and herb in these mountains and has at times supplemented his income 

by collecting and selling medicinal organic herbs and by selective logging.

Daymon was born not far from where he and his wife, Betty, live today in a rustic 

and pleasant log home at the end of a seven-mile stretch of steep mountain 

road called Lower Bad Creek. They are one of only five families on the mountain.  

“My daddy laid these logs when I was eleven years old,” Daymon says as he 

comes down the steps to meet me.

Moving 
Mountains

| LOWer Bad CreeK |
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Daymon Morgan is a World War II vet in his early eighties, handsome, with white hair, blue eyes, 

and large hands. He’s dressed in overalls and moves with the agility of a much younger man. 

He seems gregarious and easy, used to making strangers feel at home, and he probably most 

often looks on the bright side of things. Yet, for most of his life he has been fighting for the right 

of the people of these mountains to hold on to their heritage, and considering all he’s seen, it’s a 

wonder Daymon Morgan has any spirit left.

Daymon has been a member of an organization called Kentuckians for the Commonwealth 

(KFTC), the state’s largest social justice organization, since its inception in 1981 and has also served 

as its chairman. Among other things, KFTC, with its five-thousand-plus members, helps coalfield 

residents fight corporations that have turned so much of Eastern Kentucky into what some have 

called a toxic dump. He also did a stint as chairman of the Citizen’s Coal Council, a national 

organization made up of people who live in coal-mining or coal-impacted states. 

As a member of KFTC, Daymon has taken hundreds of people on tours of his property, 

speaking to them about his love and concern for the mountainous land above Lower 

Bad Creek, land he has nurtured and defended for fifty years. Daymon enjoys people, 

and he knows about mining.

What’s “going on” is that over the past 130 years the coal industry has removed more 

than 9 billion tons of coal from Kentucky. And now, with the advent of a particularly 

destructive method of strip mining known as mountaintop removal, it takes no more than 

ten men and a couple of mammoth machines—big as buildings and operating around 

the clock—to blast off the top of a mountain, dump it in the valley below, and rake out 

the coal. And the mountain is gone for good. This is what’s happening in Central Appalachia, and 

the forests—which are the oldest and most diverse in North America—are disappearing at an 

alarming rate, along with clean air and water, clear streams, wildlife, jobs, homes, and hope. And 

somewhere in the midst of all this is Daymon Morgan and his hundred-acre forest.

We climb into his Argo, a six-wheel amphibious ATV, and head for his forest. The little 

vehicle will go four miles per hour over land or water. It’s warm for November, and 

rain is on the way. As we head up the narrow rock road, his voice rises above the 

grating of the engine, and he tells of hunting deer, rabbit, wild turkey, and squirrel.  

He points out a Russian olive tree and tells of making jelly from its berries, and berry pie.

I take people on tours up here,” he says,  
“to show them what’s going on. ”“
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What’s 'going on' is that over the past 130 years  

the coal industry has removed more than 9 billion tons of  

coal from Kentucky. And now, with the advent of a particularly 

destructive method of strip mining known as 

“
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mountaintop removal, it takes no more than ten men and a  

couple of mammoth machines—big as buildings and operating around 

the clock—to blast off the top of a mountain, 

dump it in the valley below, and rake out the coal. 

—daymon morgan ”
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leading to the front of the Bullitt family's ancestral home, oxmoor,  
is a picturesque avenue of pin oaks planted by pioneer female landscape  
architect marian Cruger Coffin in 1911.

kay and tommy Bullitt granted a preservation and conservation easement  
to the Commonwealth of kentucky in 1991. included were the ancestral home  
and outbuildings surrounded by 79.32 acres.

greening the bluegrass
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There are really two Oxmoors: 

The “mother” farm is a magnificent 

estate, home to five generations 

of the Bullitt family, its centerpiece 

a house begun in 1790. Then there are the forty-five acres of fertile fields that are 

separated from the mother farm by light-years and Interstate 64. This is Ivor’s Oxmoor. 

At least fifteen acres of it.

The road to Ivor's first winds through a subdivision of pretty brick homes southeast of 

downtown Louisville, then bisects a golf course and passes in front of a country club. 

Then, just when you are sure you’re lost, you come to a dirt road marked by a modest 

sign painted with colorful vegetables. It isn’t the sort of approach you were expecting, 

but neither is Oxmoor a typical farm.

New Lease 
On Life

| O X M O O r  F a r M  |
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prominent attorney and one-time solicitor general, William marshall Bullitt  
renovated the old frame and brick house, and after his marriage to  
Nora iasigi, they retained architect F. Burrall hoffman to enlarge it.  

the grandest private library in kentucky was completed 1928.
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Ivor Chodkowski stands in the middle of a brilliant field of kale. 

He’s dressed in shorts and a T-shirt and wellies; a fresh-pulled 

beet is slung under his arm. He is talking on a cell phone, his 

facial features chiseled by both hardship and hope. Except for 

the phone, the beet, and the clothes, he might be Michelangelo’s 

David, ready for anything. 

Ivor is a full-time tenant farmer on fifteen acres of land at Oxmoor 

Farm. So many growing things: tomatoes, carrots, garlic, turnips, 

beans, chard, pumpkins, zinnias. The quiet is interrupted only by 

the downshift of a truck whizzing by on I-64 and the occasional 

smack of a golf ball when the wind is right. 

The lease they worked out gave new life to one of  

Louisville’s oldest farms, a rural oasis in an increasingly  

commercial and suburban area.

Ivor is in his fourteenth year of farming, his sixth here at Oxmoor. 

His family didn’t farm but did spend summers in a rural area 

of New Hampshire, where young Ivor helped with chores at a 

neighboring farm—shoveling out the barn, feeding chickens, 

picking hay. “I tried some other things before I realized that was 

what I loved the most,” he says.

Ivor’s path intersected with Oxmoor Farm after an encounter 

with Nora Leake Cameron—or “Tooey,” as she is called—who 

had made the trip from Washington, D.C., to visit her childhood 

home. Tooey and her sister, Nina, had grown up in the log house 

on the property during the fifties and sixties. Their grandparents, 

Nora and William Marshall Bullitt, lived in the big house called 

Oxmoor. The land on the far side of the interstate hadn’t been 

used for years, and while looking things over, Tooey had an idea.
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